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A computer-sasisted method for improving the mean squared error (MSE) in estimation for parametric
models is presented. Assuming existence of nontrivial sufficient statistics, the method involves generation of
Mote Carlo samples from the conditional distribution of the obervables, given the sufficient statistic(s). The

- method Is lustated i--connection with a- simple bac-prpgaption neural network model for estimating a
l...Pic reresion funinctio and a specifc numerical example related to logistic regression is presented.

1. Iarodeldo8 and basi neld

Suppose that X is a random d-vector having density belonging to the dominated family
{ft-;A), e} 0) with dominating r-finite measure 1&. Suppose fc- the moment that 0 is
real-valued, and that it is desired to estimate 0 using squared error loss. Typically, many
estimators are available, and sometimes an estimator that is optimum in some sense (e.g., a
uniform minimum variance unbiased estimator) can be shown to exist in theory. Often, the
statistician is forced to use a suboptimum estimator. For example, this can happen if the

is -aeltca* intractable, or f-economic omide dinsctate that pre-ex-
isting algorithms, created without regard to optimality, must be used without modification.
Examples of the former abound, while the latter situation exists, for example, in the case where'
a nonlinear regression function is estimated using a back-propagation neural network. White
[131 describes such neural networks, and shows that the back-propagation algorithm leads to
estimators of the network weights that are less efficient (i.e., have greater asymptotic variances)
than ordinary nonlinear least squares estimators. See also [7,8,121 for descriptions of the
back-propagation algorithm, which is a version of stochastic gradient descent. Angus [1)
discusses connections between back-propagation neural networks and statistical nonlinear least
squares. White's [131 landmark paper connecting neural networks with concepts in asymptotic
statistical estimation presents a method for "correcting" the back-propagation algorithm to
make its asymptotic efficiency equivalent to that of nonlinear least squares. The correction is
analogous to the method of scoring in efficient likelihood estimation as presented in [11), for
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example, and amounts to taking one nonlinear least sqiares}Uewton-Raphson step from the
back-propagation solution.

A statistic T- T(X) is by definition sufficient for the parameter 9 if the conditional
distribution of X given T does not depend on 0. The usual method for finding sufficient
statistics is the application of the factorization criterion, which states that under fairly general
conditions the statistic T is sufficient for 9 if the density function of X factors as f(x; 9) -

h(x)g(T(x); 9), where the function h does not depend on 9, and the function g depends on x
only through T(x). When a sufficient statistic T is available, and 9 - O(X) is an estimator of 9
having finite second moment, then the Rao-Blackwell theorem implies that the new estimator

-- defined by "SM(T-E(9 I T),_the wooditional expectation of given T, has smaller mean
squared error than 9. That is,

MSE(8) = E(S _-)2 4 MSE() a E(i -0)2.

See [6] for further details on sufficiency, the factorization criterion and the Rao-Blackwell
theorem.

It happens often that the improved estimator 8 cannot be used. For example, the conditional
expectation E(0 I T) may be difficult to compute analytically and/or economic constraints may
dictate that only the algorithms for computing 0 can be used. For example, a "canned"
algorithm package that cannot be modified may be the only resource available. In the case of a
neural network an advantage of the back-propagation learning algorithm, a relatively (statisti-
cally) inefficient parameter estimation algorithm, is that it can be implemented in hardware or
firmware by essentially running the network architecture in reverse. However, the user of such
a network would not be free to modify the estimation algorithm to achieve greater efficiency.

If it is relatively easy to generate (i.e., simulate) independent and identically distributed
observations from the conditional distribution of X given T, then the following algorithm can
be used to approximate 8(T) after taking the observation of X. Here, 9 can now be a
vector-valued parameter, and the abbreviation "iid" stands for "independent and identically
distributed".

(i) If X - x is observed, calculate the observed value t of T by t - T(x).
G(iO Generate X,*,..., X:, iid according tothe conditionai-distribution of X given T - t.

(iii) Compute (1)

(X,,)-- (x) -
ni-

as the approximation to 8(t).

By Kolmogorov's strong law of large numbers [101, 8* converges with probability 1 (with
respect to the probability space on which the X,*'s are defined) to the mean of the conditional
distribution of A(X) given T-- t, i.e., to S(t)-E( (X)IT- ). Also, it will be shown that 8"
achieves a reduction in mean squared error over the original estimator i, although not as great
a reduction as that achieved by 8. Moreover, an advantage of algorithm (1) is that the
algorithms already existing for computation of 9(X) can be reused with the simulation data
without modification. That is, no (substantial) new algorithms are needed. For example, in the

I -
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case of the back-propagation neural network, the initial observation X (called an "examplar")
is a random vector containing an observation of a set of inputs along with the corresponding
output. To apply algorithm (1), n simulated exemplars X.*,.., X.* would be generated
independently and identia--nydistributed from the conditional distribution of X given a
sufficient statistic T. The network would then be retrained n times (once for each simulated
examplar), and the resulting weights from each of the n training sessions would be averaged to
form the new estimated weights having improved mean squared error. Of course, for this
approach to be successful, the form of the distribution of the exemplar vector X must be
known and amenable to extraction of a nontrivial sufficient statistic.

By enlarging the original probability space, it may be assumed that all the above random
variables are defined on the same probability space. Suppose for the moment that 0 is
real-valued. If S is a random variable with E( S 2) < =, the conditional variance of S given T is
defined by Var(S I T) - E((S - E(S I T))2 I T). The relative merits of the three estimators i, a
and 8* in terms of mean squared errors are summarized as follows-(see the next section for a
derivation of these):

MSE(i) - bias2(6) + Var(S) + E(Var(O1 T)), (2a)

- MSE(6) - biasl(i) + Var(S), (2b)

MSE(8*) - bias2(j) + Var(6) + -E(Var(OI T)), (2c)
n

where bias(O) - E(")- 0. Thus, in theory, th. nomputer-assisted estimator 8* can be con-
structed to have mean squared error arbitrarily close to that of the improved estimator 8 by
simply increasing n. In particular, if 6 is unbiased for 8 (i.e., E(i) - 0 for all 8 6 9) and 8 is
the uniform minimum variance unbiased estimator of 0, then P is also unbiased, the mean
squared errors in (2) become variances, and 5* can be made to have variance arbitrarily close
to the optimum.

2. Mathematical background and notation

Following are mathematical and statistical notations and concepts that are used in the
remainder of the paper. It is assumed that the reader is familiar with the rudiments of
measure-theoretic probability, further details of which may be found in [4,10,11].

Vectors will be taken to be column vectors, and a superscript "t" will denote matrix
transpose. Rd is the d-dimensional Euclidean space with the usual norm I1 I; 91d represents
the class of Borel subsets of RW.

Random d-vectors X are measurable Rd1-valued functions defined on a common probability
space with sample space 42, o-field of events 3, probability measure P and expectation
operator E. If d - 1, X is referred to as a random variable. Nd(m, A) will signify (depending
on context) either the d-dimensional normal or Gaussian distribution with mean vector m and

. variance-covariance matrix A, or a random vector having this distribution. If X is a random
d-vector, Var(X) denotes its variance covariance matrix E((X- EXXX- EXY)).

A sequence of random d-vectors (X,; n > 1) converges in distribution to the random
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d-vector X and n-,=, written X,-.X as n- , if PAX. e A) -P(X A) as n -. so for all
Borel sets A e 9t' with boundary aA satisfying P(Xe 8A) - 0. The term "almost surely" (a.s.)
is synonymous with "on a set of probability 1". Thus, for example, X. -+ "X as n -, = means
that for all I in a set having probability 1, X.(w) -. X(W) as n -- •. The indicator function of a
set A, denoted by !,A satisfies IA(W) - I if w rA, and is 0 otherwise.

If X and Y are random variables with E I Y I < cc, then (one version of) the conditional
expectation of Y given X, denoted by E(Y I X), is a measurable function of X, g(X), having
the property that fA g(X) dP - fAY dP for any event A in the a-field generated by X. With
this definition of E(YI X), the convention is made that E(Y I X -x) M g(x) for all x in the
range of X. If X and Y have joint density fxy with respect to Lebesgue measure, and X has
marginal density fx with respect to Lebesgue measure, then g(x) E(Y I X - x) may be
computed using the formula

E~- fxy(x, y

E(IXmx)inina fxY(X,)f- xlx) dy.

Conditional expectations have the following properties:

E(E(YIX)) -E(Y), if EIYI <ao,

- .E(h(X)Y IX) - h(X)E(Y I X) a.s., if h is a measurable function of X,
Elh(X)Y)I <a*, EIYI <=,

E(Y,+Y2 IX)-E(YIX)+E(Y2 IX)a.s., ifEIY I<co, EIY2 I<=.

From these properties, the relations (2) in Section I can be verified assuming that E(O9) <cc.
First, E(M) - E(E(OI T)) - E(O), and E(8* I T) - 8(T), almost surely. Hence,

MSE(3) - E(b ai.)2 - E(6 - ES 4.ES - 9)2- Var(S) + bias2(j),

MSE(i) - E(i- S)2 - E(i-S +11 - 0)2

- MSE(8) + E(E((i-- )2 IT)) + 2;E((S - •)E(i- 8T))

- MSE(8) + E( Var6I T)),

MSE(S) -E( -0) 2 - E(B* a + 6 _ 0)2

-UMSE() + E(E((8 - 8)2 1 T)) + 2E((6 - O)E(.* - S T))

- MSE(B) + nE(Var( I T)).

3. A central Hlut theorem

In applying the algorithm (1), it is of interest to know whether the conditional distribution of
F 0 (S-) given T approximates, in some sense, the unconditional distribution of vFn(6- -)
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when a random sample X1,..., X, is available. The former is the distribution that would resu't
from repeated independent applications of algorithm (1) using the same fixed value of t on
each application, and it depends on the initial estimator i as well as the choice of sufficient
statistic T. This conditional distribution is a type of "bootstrap" distribution (see (5)), because it
involves Monte Carlo resampling from a conditional distribution that depends on the outcome
of the original sample.This question -ofapproximation is difficult to answer in general, but can
at least be addressed asymptotically for important special cases.

To be definite, assume that X,, X2,..., X, are random d-vectors that constitute a random
sample from a d-parameter regular exponential family with density f(x; ,7) - exp(,7'x - c("))
with respect to a a-finite measure gs on (Rd, Old). Here, q r T C Rd where T contains an open
rectangle in Rd. and the function c is twice differentiable and satisfies

ac(17) 32 c(,)
E(X,) Var(X,)- E(X,XI) - (EX,)(EXK,)'-

Let 0 m ac(iq)/8, - E(X,) be the parameter of interest. It can be shown that Var(X,) depends
on q1 only through 0, and that the Fisher information matrix A(O) for 9 satisfies I-'(8) -
Var(X,) (see [9, p. 1271, for example). Suppose that it is of interest to estimate 9- E(XI)
efficiently and in unbiased fashion. For this problem, it is easy to show (see [9, Example 5.3, p.

__438, and Section 6.5D that the most efficient unbiased estimator of 0 is given by8 (X,,...,X.)
- (U/n)?,'. ,X, - S/n. Suppose that the initial estimator of 0 is taken to be 9 -AX. It follows
from the multivariate central limit theorem that CA'(8 -9) -, N(O, i-'(0)) as n --, w. If
algorithm (1) is applied in this context with T--S,, it would be desirable to have, with
probability 1, the conditional distribution of F (8 * -8) given T also converge to Nd(O, 1- '(8))
in some sense. The following theorem, which applies to more general situations, helps address
this issue. The result of tbis theorem is very similar to the fundamental Bootstrap Central Umit
Theorem (see [2L, for example). Before stating and proving Theorem 2, the following lemma is
needed. Its proof is essentially the same as that of the result of [11, p. 147, Problem 4.73.

Lemam 1. For each n - 1, let X.1, X. 2, ... , X,, be indpendent R'd-vaued random vectors with
-EY'1 -0, EX.,XIj- A,, and let ;& be the probability distnUtio of XA3 . Suppose that as

ni(i) AjA
n -

(ii) for every e > 0,

I if x•I I,,,(dx)-o0, as n

77n (X3 + . +X.,)/V Fn -,Nd(O, A) asn.-.o.

Theorem 2 can now be stated and proved.

""x �.•• AN
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Tbeuom 2. Assume that X 1, X2,... are fid random d-ecbtors defined on a fixed Probability space
(D. Z3, P), each having covariance matrix A. Let S,-X, + +X,, and for each n, let
L.(S.,-- ) be a rigular conditional proba~bity dWiibutian of X, Afwen S.. Conditioned an S., let

._x X, be __d according to __•(S., ). Then, with probabdity I, as -n ,

p( +x. . EAIS.} P(Nd(0, A)E A),

for every Borel set A E ,t' with boundary MA satisfying P(Nd(O, A) e MA) -0.

Proof. Clearly, E(X,* I S.) - E(X, I S.) - S,/n almost surely. The idea of the proof is to apply
Lemma I to the sequence (X*, - S,/n; I i 4 n), conditioned on S., and find a set of
probability 1 where the conditions of the lemma apply. Now let

Y, - x* - E(X, IS.)1 . - -.
n

Then using obvious symmetries,

ni~ n (n]

By the strong law of large numbers, S./n -# "EX, as n -c c. Let a. be the o-field generated
by (S.,S 3÷1,... . Then E(MtYX IS.)-E(XX I a,.). But a,, decreases to n,,,,G,,, the tail
a-field of the sequence (S. , n o 1), and it follows [4, p. 2281 that

E (. h.1I . Exxti

as n -. But nl,,• a, is contained in the o-ield of permutable events [10, pp. 373, 374] and
hence contains only events of probability 0 or I by the Hewitt-Savage 0-1 law, so that the latter
conditional expectation is constant almost surely [10, p. 374). But since

that constant must be E(XXI). It follows that

- E E(Y.,Yls.) -. A,

as n -. 0. This establishes (i) in Lemma 1.

-. .'- .. t . .
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Note that it is sufficient (and necessary) to verify condition (ii) of Lemma I only for rational
*> 0. Again, employing obvious symmetries, and letting C > 0 be a constant,

'IA

-E( 11 X - E(X, I S.) 11 1(11 X, - E(Xs.) 1 S.).>. .

n _112 p(IIx, s12> CIS.,) + E( x, 11 X, 12)> C) Is..)

with all inequalities being understood as "almost sure" inequalities. By Chebyshev's inequality.

P(I11X, -E(XI I S) 11> eVn IS.) 4(F e)'(E( 11X, If IS.) +iIŽ1II)

which converges almost surely to zero by using arguments similar to those used in verifying (i)
of Lemma 1, and the strong law of large numbers. Using Chebyshev's inequality again as well as
the same arguments just mentioned, it follows that almost surely

l~lP1lxi112S, (S., +EIX1 1121(11 X1 112 > C) I S.

-S -. IX Cl](IlXII"' IS,) +

21~ ~ ~ +(x nIEux 11 , 1'(c1 , p2s C I)"

+ 2!- E(I1X , # SIfIIX, U2>C)Is ,}

which converges almost surely as n - co to

C- 111EX, 11 2E( 1X1 X, 11) + E( 11 X, 1121( 11 X1 III> C))

+ 21 EXI, 11 E0(I X, 1110(1 X, 112,> C)).
Since C was arbitrary, letting C -. cc, and applying the Dominated Convergence Theorem [4] to
the last two terms, the entire expression tends to 0 and it follows that condition (ii) of Lemma I
is satisfied almost surely for all rational e > 0. The number of exceptional w sets where the
aforementioned calculations and inequalities fail, as well as those where thep,, n ;o 1, fail to
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be probability measures, is at most countable, and each has probability 0. Hence, the
conclusion of the theorem follows. 0

It followisrom Theorem 2 that if algorithm (1) is applied in the context of the discussion at
the beginning of this section, then along almost- all sample sequences-X , -the
conditional distribution of F(6"'( - 8) given S. converges in distribution to N,1(0, I -(0)) as
"n -* Go, which is the same limiting distribution as that of Fn(6 - 9).

4. Application to a back-propagation neural network Implementation of logistic regression

To illustrate the method of applying algorithm (1), consider the logistic regression model. In
this model, a dichotomous random variable Y has the conditional probability mass function
P(Y- II X} - 1 - P(Y- 01 X) - F(X9) where F is the cumulative distribution function of the
logistic distribution, namely F(x) - e'/(1 + eC). Here, X is a random p-vector of explanatory
variables, and 0 is a p-vector of unknown parameters. This model arises in bioassay, medical
diagnosis, linear discriminant analysis and many other statistical contexts. Suppose that random
samples Ye..., Y., from the conditional distributions of Y I Xj, i - 1,..., K, are available and
it is desired to estimate 0. Several statistical techniques are available for estimating 0, including
maximum likelihood, and minimum Jogit chi-square (see [33 and Section 5). In fact, Berkson [33
studies the problem of improving the mean squared error of the minimum logit chi-square
estimator of 0 through the use of the Rao-Blackwell theorem. The initial estimation problem,
however, also fits naturally into a simple two-layer back-propagation neural network with
logistic sigmoid response function (see Fig. 1).

K exemplars consisting of the pairs (XI, A,),...,(XK, ,), would be presented to the
network of Fig. 1, where 0, - (1/mj)E-,1. "The network, using the back-propaption algo-
rithm, would then "learn" the connection weights (the 0,'s) that provide a minimum of the
quantity I:,! -F(XI#)) 2. (A modified value of A• that lies strictly between 0 and 1 may be
necessary to avoid numerical instabilities, see Section 5.) The mean squared errors of the
estimators of the .0's thus obtained can be improved using the method of Section 1 as follows.
It is assumed that the anaWs ar• l condition--on the values OcMfte XjN';-Fhatis-he X1's we
treated as constants.

It follows directly from the factorization criterion for sufficiency that T - T(Y)-
IEj',,I X•Yi,j is sufficient for 0, where Y -(Y,.,,. Y..,Y,,, Y2t.1...,1Y2.,,2,, ....I YKA. , .... I YK..)

Denoting by y the observed value of Y, it is easy to show that the conditional distribution of Y,

X1,O

x 2 0 - O- P(Y- 11 X- (x,..., x,)')

Fig 1. Simple two-layer back-propeagtion neural network for logistic regression.

i.. "

•- .. .,*• -. a , , .• . ..*•*• "- : • . 7 - .. •
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given T- T(y), is uniform over the region defined by DY - {z: T(z) - T(y)}. To implement the
method of Section 1, independent and identically distributed observations Y*(l),..., Y"(n),
each uniformly distributed over D,, are generated via a simulation, and the back-propagation
network is retrained on each of n "new" exemplars

1 m0
(XI, APr*(V)),...dXK, PK*V)), Pi* () - - Y(U), L' - n

yielding the set *(1),...,d*(n) of back-propagation estimates of 0. The improved MSE
estimator of 0 is then (I/n)V-.. 1 *(L0).

5. Numerical example of a computer-assisted improvement in mean squared error

The following numerical example is intended to illustrate the many different concepts
presented in this paper in connection with algorithm (1). Assume the logistic regression model
of the previous section with p - I (one independent variable), and

P(Y-_I IX)-_1IP(Y-_OI1X)- eex aF )
assue tht istea of -.F(GX).

In order to obtain closed-form solutions so that comparisons can be made and for ease of
exposition, assume that instead of minimizing E. 1(pA, - F(OX,))2 , a is estimated by minimizing
Berkson's [3] logit X2 defined by

K

x,()- - E MAO- ,)(oX, - o0it(,)

where logit(p) - ln(p/(1 -p)), p c (0, 1). To avoid singularities, A, will be taken to be the
modified estimator

j I
Ami + -1 + 72

for fixed r-, 72 > 0, which corresponds to the Bayes estimator of p- F(OX,) using squared
error loss and a beta(,r., T.) prior distribution. It is easily shown by differentiation that X42(0)
has a unique minimum at the value of 0 given by

K

.XimiA,(O - A) logit(PA)9- i-l

K
EX5

2m,A•, -A1)
i-i

Now, suppose that K-2, mI-m 2 -5, r, -r2 -0.01, X,-I and X 2 -2. To simplify
notation, define Y, IY., and Y2  El- Y2., so that P, -(Y+0.001)/5.02, P 2-(Y 2 +

Az 4..-.-..,..
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0.01)/5.02, the sufficient statistic for & becomes T a T(Y1, Yz) - Y, + 21Y2 and the minimum
kloit x 2 estimator of 0 is

-- (1 -,) logit(P,) +-2,(1 -2) ogit(p•)
PA,(l-A,) + 4f2(1 - 2)A

Note that Y, and Y2 are independent random variables, with Yi binomial(5, F(Oi)), i - 1, 2.
.. - In practice, 0 is unknown, but suppose that its true value is 9 - 1. In this example, the expected

value of 9 is easily computed by
- 5! 5!

E()! (5 - i)!j! (5 -j!) F(e)'(0 - F(O)) "F(20)'(1 - F(20))

and the mean squared error of 9 is

SW2 5!5!

Mj- (i(i'j) - 0) i!l (5 -i)!j!(5-j!)

xF(9)1(1 - F(O))'-'F(20)'(1 - F(29))5'-,

from which

E(S) -0.81296 and MSE(i)- 1.15163, for 0- 1.

Thus, the estimator of 0 is biased. Denoting S, -((y 1, Y2):Y 1 +2y 2 "y , 0 y1, Y2 '5), the
conditional distnibution of (Y,, Y2) given T, a'Y + 2Y2 - t, is

for (yP, y2)r S, te(0, 1,...,15), and is 0 elsewhere. (Note that this distribution is not
"uniform", since in this example, the observables were reduced initially by sufficiency to Y, and
Y2, whereas the variables Yj in Section 3 were not.) The improved estimator of 9 is
S(T)-E(OIT), which, in this example, can be computed fairly easily for any given 16
(0, 1,...,15) by the formula 2 (5)(5)]-

The unconditional mean squared error of 8 is
Is2

MSE(3)- E (E(OIT-t)-0) P(T -t,
t-0

where P(T-t) is computed from the joint unconditional binomial distribution of (Y1, Y2).
Hence, from (2),

E(Var(iI T)) - MSE(A) - MSE(8).

0 T)) . .

Jr-
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Table I
Summary of computations

t St, -Iy,, y:): yI + 2 y2 0 4 yl. _= y2 < P{T - d} &Mt E4 1t T -0i

0 (0,0) 3" 0-8 -3.60000
1 (1,0) 4.6"10-1 -1.09429
"" 2 (0, ), (2, 0) 3.8"10-6 - 0.2.14 44
3 (1. I),(3,0) 2.4"10-1 -0.45605
4 (0, 2), (2. 1), (4, 0) 0.00012 -0.21953
5 (1.2)0(3. 0).(5,0) 0.00051 -0.26307
6 (0, 3), (2, 2), (4,l) 0.00184 -0.03796
7 (1, 3), (3, 2), (5,1) 0.00576 -0.06173
8 (0, 4), (2, 3),(4,2) 0.01564 0.06173
9 (1, 4), (3, 3), (5,2) 0.03704 0.03796

10 (0, 5), (2, 4), (4, 3) 0.07533 0.26307
11 (1,5),(3,4),(5,3) 0.13179 0.21953
12 (2 5), (4,4) 0.19290 0.45605
13 (3, 5), (5,4) 0.22472 0.23644
14 (4,S) 0.20362 1.09429
15 (5,5) 0.11070 3.60000

Noe:. The vlues of &(t)-E(dIT-t) are independent of the true value of e, while the values of P(T- d are
Computed W,'tminm 0 - 1.

When 0 - 1, these computations yield

MSE(8)- 1.11699 and E(Var(6IT))-0.03464.

Table I lists the possible values of T, along with the sets S,, values of PIT -, t) (assuming 0 - 1)
and the value of the estimator X(T) at T - t.

In practice, the data will be collected, yielding an observed value for T, say T - t - 11, but
typically it will happen that the computation of 8(t) is intractable. Algorithm (1) would then
allow one to approximate the estimate 8(t) as follows. Take n - 1000, for example.

(i) Generate (Y,*(i), Y2*(i)), i - 1,..., 1000, independent and identically distributed from
the distribution

P(y- Y2) 1 Y2 )(Y4 2(J (Y 1 Y2 ) e SI.

(ii) Compute

1 000

Carrying out this simulation algorithm yielded a value of 8 -0.2215, which is very close to
the exact value of S(O1)- 0.21953.
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By formula (2), for this example, this procedure yields an estimator 5V with unconditional
"mean squared error

MSE(5) - MSE(6) + 0.001 E(Var(il T)) - 1.11699 + (0.001)(0.03464) - 1.11702.

Hence, while the computer-assisted estimator of 0, namely S*, has the same unconditional
... '-" mean as the original estimator 9 (i.e., E(s) - E(i) - 0.8129), its mean squared error about

the true value of 9- 1 has been improved (MSE(8) -1.11702 compared to MSE(O)-
1.14163).

Clearly, by the definition of the estimate O(11), this algorithm yields an approximation to
611). Of course, in this example, S(11) is easily computed and the algorithm is not necessary.
In other situations, however, the generation of random samples from the conditional distribu-
tion of the observable given the sufficient statistic will be easy compared to the direct
computation of 6(t).

5. Summuary and conclusions

A computer-assisted Monte Carlo method for improving the mean squared error in paramet-
ric estimation has been presented. The method assumes that it is possible to derive a nontrivial
sufficient statistic for the unknown parameter(s), and that is is relatively straightforward to
simulate the conditional distribution of the observables given the sufficient statistic. In
addition, a central limit theorem, similar to the central limit theorem for the bootstrap mean,
has been proven, which demonstrates that for an important class of problems the Monte Carlo
distribution of the computer-assisted estimator (asymptotically) approximates the sampling
distribution of the "ideal" csfimator for the problem (i.e., the estimator that the computer-as-
sisted estimator is aiming to approximate). The application of the method to the improved
estimation of the coefficients of a logistic regression function that has been implemented on a
simple back-propagation neural network has been illustrated. Finally, a numerical example
related to the logistic regression function has demonstrated the mean squared error improve-
ment as well as the concepts behind and implementation of the algorithm.

The idea of computer-assisted statistical analysis is not new. An idea similar in spirit to that
consideredin this paper is the technique of bootstrapping [5], which has revolutionized the
practice of applied statistics. In addition, a careful consideration of the theory behind the
algorithm presented in this paper shows that the algorithm is just a simple Monte Carlo
technique for evaluating an integral, that is, the (possibly vector-valued) integral representing
the fmit moment(s) of the conditional distribution of the basic estimator given the sufficient
statistic. Therefore, the method could be improved further by implementing improved Monte
Carlo integration techniques, an area that is currently being accelerated by the work of
Wozniakowski [14] and others. In this direction, more information would be needed concerning
the conditional distributions than simply an ability to generate random samples from them.
Also, the current improved integration techniques would address only integrals involving
distributions having densities with respect to Lebesgue measure, whereas the simple algorithm
(1) works in general. Whether the additional improvement in mean squared error (if any)

" • "- "'' " • .""." " .. " .' -.. " "-"" . " "" ."... . •.. ....... •
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achievable by improved Monte Carlo integration is worth the cost of the added computational
complexity for certain estimation problems is an area for further research.
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